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INTRODUCTION – KEY EVENTS 

 2018 saw cryptocurrency become an established 

part of many people’s lives, and a more 

attractive target for cybercriminals across the 

world.

 The blockchain and cryptocurrency industry 

faced a major development: falling prices for 

cryptocurrencies.

 The impact was felt across the landscape, with 

rapid decline in public interest, the activity of the 
crypto community and traders, and in the 

related activity of cybercriminals.



Bitcoin Price (BTC)
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Blockchain Background



Centralised Model

One transaction 

should be invalided

Traditionally, a centralised banking system acting as 

the Authority to resolve this problem. 

But, there is no central authority in Blockchain where 

the transaction is validated by “democratic” and 

“consensus” among all participating distributed 

compute node.



Blockchain Model
One transaction should be invalided

A fork with longer chain of blocks is the majority, hence 

transactions are accepted to be the valid, even though 

they may not !!

Fork with longer chain 

of blocks.



Breaking News! Facts:

• A loss of $550,000 USD in double spent 

transactions at current price estimates.

• ZenCash’s price has been declining since the 

attack.

• 51% attack

• Double-spend attack

Attack on June 04



Analysis of ZenCash 51% 

Attacks
 Target blockchain platform: ZenCash

 Hashing algorithms: Equihash

 Current network hashing power: 48 MH/s

 Theoretical 51% attack cost calculation:

 Example attack hashing power: 32 MH/s

 Attacking hashing power can be increased for higher chance 

success on the 51% attack.

 Minimal hacking time: at least 60 mins

 ZenCash’s confirmation requirement is 30 blocks

 Block processing time approx. 2.5 mins.

 Attack cost

 Hashing cost for 0.01 MH/s = 1.57 USD

 1 hour attack cost : 32 / 0.01 x 1.57 = 5,024 USD

 4 hour attack cost:  ~20,000 USD



Cryptojacking

 Cryptojacking malware activity rose by over 4000 

percent in 2018, according to McAfee Labs

(12/18)

 Cryptojacking is the practice of using a 

computer’s processing power to mine for 

cryptocurrencies without the owner’s consent or 

knowledge.

 The McAfee statistic of over 4000 percent 

specifically refers to total instances of a 
cryptojacking malware,- “coin miner.”



For Sale or Rent



New crypto mining malware 

threat vectors

 “New mining malware targeting IoT devices grew 

72%, with total malware growing 203% in the last 

four quarters.

 New coinmining malware grew nearly 55%, with 

total malware growing 4,467% in the last four 

quarters.”

 The rise in IoT-targeting threats is somewhat 

surprising, given the low CPU processing power of 

the devices.



Smominru

 Cryptocurrency mining botnet malware 
Smominru has infected more than 526,000 
computers using a leaked NSA exploit

 Smominru botnet has been infecting computers 
since May 2017, mining about 24 Monero coins 
per day. 

 To date, the botnet has reportedly managed to 
mine about 8,900 Monero, or about $2.1 million 
at press time. 

 The highest number of Smominru-infected PCs 
has been found in Russia, India, and Taiwan,



Power in numbers
 cybercriminals have taken notice of the growing 

volume and lax security of many IoT devices and 
have begun to focus on them, harnessing 
thousands of devices to create a mining super-
computer

 the workings of a MacOS crypto mining malware 
threat — dubbed OSX.Dummy distributed on mining 
chats

 The threat actor reportedly suggested to users on 
Slack, Telegram and Discord channels that they 
download software “to fix crypto problems.” This 
software — which is in fact fake — then “executes 
with a single line in Bash”:



OSX Dummy

 “The users essentially infected their own devices 

instead of falling victim to an unknown exploit or 

an exploit kit.

 In execution, OSX.Dummy opens a reverse shell 

on a malicious server, giving an attacker access 

to the compromised system.”



Global Risk?

 A mission from the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) has judged that the growth of blockchain in 

Malta has created significant risks of money 

laundering and terrorism financing in the island’s 
economy. 



The VFA Act 2018 

 The Virtual Financial Assets Act, 2018 (The VFA 

Act), sets out to regulate the field of Initial Virtual 

Financial Asset Offerings and Virtual Financial 

Assets and to make provision for matters ancillary 
or incidental thereto or connected therewith.



The VFA Act 2018
Cryptocurrency may be classed as a Virtual Financial 
Asset (VFA) and the Act provides a comprehensive set 
of rules that will both protect consumers and support 
the growth of the industry and its stakeholders. 

The Act outlines stringent requirements for those that 
are launching cryptocurrencies, as well as other service 
providers including 

 brokerages,

 portfolio managers, 

 custodian and nominee service providers, 

 eWallet providers,

 investment advisors, and perhaps most crucially, 

 cryptocurrency exchanges.



ICO not as we know it

 Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) as 'a method of 
raising funds whereby an issuer is issuing virtual 

financial assets and is offering them in exchange 

for funds'. This definition underscores the central 

role of initial VFA offerings as a means of raising 

capital by selling virtual financial assets to 
investors.



VFA

 The Act defines a VFA as 'any form of digital 

medium recordation that is used as a digital 

medium of exchange, unit of account or store of 

value and that is not

 electronic money

 a financial instrument, or

 a virtual token.



Virtual Token

 Virtual tokens, or 'utility tokens', are DLT assets 

which have no utility, value or application 

outside of the DLT platform on which they were 

issued and may only be redeemed for funds on 
the platform directly by the issuer of the DLT 

asset.

 Under the VFA rules, ICOs issuing virtual 

currencies that do not qualify as financial 
instruments are still subject to minimum 

transparency requirements and other obligations 

of the relevant parties involved. 



Canada

 Canadian crypto exchange QuadrigaCX made 

global headlines after its founder and CEO 

Gerald Cotten died in 2018, apparently without 

passing on access to the company’s 
cryptocurrency wallets.

 With the exchange owing customers $190 million 

that it could not access, it went into bankruptcy 

in April under the guiding hand of EY as trustee.



Regulation?
 The Canadian government published the amendments to the 

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist 
Financing Act

 Affects platforms “dealing in virtual currency” and include 
“virtual currency exchange services and value transfer 
services.”

 Canadian and foreign crypto platforms as money servicing 
businesses (MSBs), which must “fulfill all obligations, including 
implementing a full compliance program and registering with 
FINTRAC [the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis 
Centre of Canada].”

 Further, any “reporting entity” across all sectors that receives 
CA$10,000 (US$7,667) or over in cryptocurrency – such as 
deposits received or in payment – must record details of the 
transaction, identify the sender and report the transaction.



Forecasts 2019?

1. Excessive expectations about the use of blockchain beyond 

the cryptocurrency sphere will disappear

2. Cryptocurrencies as a means of payment will decline further in 

the face of huge commissions (an acute problem in December 2017), slow 

transfers, a large price for integration, and, most importantly, a small number of 

customers, its use as a method of payment declined steadily. The use of 

cryptocurrencies by a legitimate business is still questionable.

3. There will be no return to 2017’s sky-high exchange rates
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Libra “a stable global 

cryptocurrency”



 one key characteristic of cryptocurrencies is their 
resistance to censorship

 “decentralized enough”

 the value of a Libra coin is not created by the 
underlying technology, the market, math or 
however you choose to understand bitcoin, etc

 a digital representation of a basket of fiat 
currencies and other securities.

 The only thing Libra coin has in common with 
cryptocurrencies is that they all move on a 
blockchain.

Libra not a cryptocurrency



Quiz: What companies 

said this?

“We have a responsibility to protect 

your data, and if we can’t then we 

don’t deserve to serve you”

“NOT a “data breach” ..“no systems 

were infiltrated, and no passwords or 

sensitive pieces of information were 

stolen or hacked”.

“________’s mission is to enable a 

simple global currency and financial 

infrastructure that empowers billions of 

people.”
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